
Be on the safe side!
With BUCHEN SafetyService

buchen-safetyservice.de

SafetyService 

Consulting, training, servicing, renting 

out and selling of safety equipment for 

industrial businesses, firefighters and the 

emergency services

> BUCHEN UmweltService GmbH



Future-oriented concepts covering all aspects of 

safety logistics and management

No two solutions are ever the same but each and every one 

begins with us giving our customers comprehensive advice. 

With no ties to any particular manufacturer, we are able to 

give you independent and transparent advice and show you 

a variety of possible solutions. 

On request, we can take over all aspects of managing your 

safety equipment, including keeping an eye on testing 

intervals, servicing the devices and documenting when the 

equipment is handed out and returned.

Our solutions are as wide-ranging as your requirements. 

Why not contact us to talk about what you need? We’re 

happy to help!

Specialist concepts to keep you safe
Having served the chemical and petrochemical industries for so many years now, BUCHEN has
in-depth knowledge of safety technology and knows all about the special requirements of this field. 
We have pooled together our years of experience and our specialist areas of expertise to create our 
SafetyService division, enabling us to offer an exceptionally wide range of services to our industrial 
customers as well as to firefighters and the emergency services – from providing advice on safety 
technology, to servicing, hiring out and selling such equipment, all the way through to training people 
how to use it. BUCHEN truly is a pioneer when it comes to drawing up bespoke concepts for managing 
safety technology.

 Maximum levels of availability

 Monitoring & observing of testing intervals

 Detailed documentation

 Precise quantities of stock

 Reduced stock loss

 High & uniform safety standards – always in line

 with the latest technology

>  Adding value with BUCHEN SafetyService

> BUCHEN SAFETYSERVICE

We also develop interesting 

concepts for firefighters and 

the emergency services that 

are not only cost effective

but also provide the highest 

levels of safety and material 

availability.

BUCHEN SafetyService

Consulting Training ServicingRental Sales



Customer-oriented & cost effective 

Our work is guided solely by your safety requirements – and 

we only ever go as far as you yourself believe is necessary. 

Our concepts deliver effective and economical modular 

solutions that cover all aspects of managing your safety 

equipment and can be extended as and when needed or be 

adjusted to meet changing conditions. Our years of 

successful work in this field reflect both our depth of 

experience and act as our reference. It goes without saying 

that we run a discreet and independent business.

Our successful concepts are based on the comprehensive 
advice we give on materials, logistics and services

> CONSULTING

           
Make the most of our experience
Giving you detailed advice on how to manage your safety equipment is not simply something we 
feel we need to do but something we feel obliged to do. We work in partnership with our customers, 
showing them the range of options available to them and then working with them to ensure these 
detailed concepts are implemented in the most effective way.

We are dedicated to your 

safety and make the very 

most of our experience to 

keep you safe. Each and 

every day

We have in-depth knowledge of the wide range of safety equipment on 
the market and provide transparent and independent advice



The training courses we offer provide both theory and practice – with a clear emphasis on practical 
use. The participants leave with detailed knowledge of safety materials and how they should be used. 
Priority here is put on showing how to use the products correctly and effectively in line with the 
manufacturer’s instructions and legal regulations.

Using life-saving technology correctly 

We have gathered a wealth of practical experience at our 

accredited service centres which our employees then pass 

on to others in professional courses. Experienced trainers 

are available for teaching about specialist subjects. These 

courses are held in our service centres, at your company or 

at BUCHEN’s own training centre where, for example, 

participants are able to practise using respiratory protective 

equipment under realistic conditions. All in all, our courses 

are very much focused on the everyday use of safety 

equipment.

> TRAINING

Knowledge means safety

Operatives can practise wearing respiratory
protective equipment at BUCHEN’s own
training centre

Experienced trainers pass on their extensive
theoretical and practical knowledge of the – in 
some cases highly sensitive – safety technology

Our range of training 

courses is an important 

element of our all-round 

SafetyService concept



Equipment on hand 24/7 

Our customers have access to high safety standards when 

they rent from us. Our rental system is the result of 20 years’ 

experience and development work and is absolutely 

transparent and easy to understand – both time wise and 

from point of view of the users and costs. All safety materials 

are deployed cost effectively and you are always able to 

keep an eye on your budget.

> RENTAL

Keeping an eye on the budget
No matter whether it involves gas detection technology, breathing apparatus, full body protection, 
fall arresters or safety equipment for specific situations – you can rent all the safety equipment you 
need from our extensive pool. For us, however, hiring out equipment is not simply a matter of 
supplying the materials. We are also able to set up complex material management systems on site at 
our customers by intelligently combining manpower and automated dispensers.

Equipment being handed out at one of our Safety Shops

Thanks to our dispenser systems, materials
can be accessed whenever they are needed. 
They can also be returned via the same system – 
quickly and easily

We can offer a variety of logistics solutions to further 

increase safety at your company, such as:

Safety Shops 

The service technicians working in the BUCHEN Safety Shops 

hand out the safety equipment that is needed. The shops are 

staffed according to your requirements and are designed to 

meet the needs of your day-to-day business or special 

projects. 

Safety dispensers 

Our dispenser system makes it possible for safety material to 

be handed out 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and 365 days

a year without a member of staff having to be present. It can 

be integrated into existing access systems or can be operated 

as a stand-alone safety system. Our dispenser system can be 

used for a range of other tasks as well as for handing out

and returning safety equipment. You can, for example, place 

orders, arrange for products to be purchased (with payment 

by card) or use it to dispense consumables. No matter how 

you choose to deploy the system, it´s your decision who gets 

authorisation by coordinating everything from the comfort  

of your own office.

Put your equipment in

our capable hands and

the material will always be 

available for you whenever 

you need it



The safety equipment is serviced by experienced technicians in our own service centres. It goes 
without saying here that we always conform to all legislation requirements and the instructions 
issued by the manufacturers.

Responsible for your safety 

Servicing safety equipment is a complex procedure – from 

recording the details, to the cleaning, disinfection, repair 

and testing of the materials, all the way through to the 

packaging. All maintenance schedules and information are 

stored and documented in our rental system for all the 

different materials and can be accessed by our service 

technicians from any of our service centres. You can, 

therefore, rest assured that your employees always have 

access to equipment that works perfectly. 

> SERVICING

Always ready for use

When we offer our 

maintenance package, we 

guarantee that we will 

always adhere to the legally 

prescribed testing intervals

Our service technicians always work with great care and attention to
detail

We also service highly sensitive respiratory equipment

Only safety equipment that has been
professionally serviced is fit for purpose



We supply firefighters and the emergency services with all 
the equipment they need – from full body protective suits to 
various different types of technical devices

Quality that speaks for itself
Thanks to its long-standing collaboration work, the pooling together of its expertise and the 
contracts it has negotiated with manufacturers, BUCHEN SafetyService is in a position to provide you 
with the latest technology at competitive prices.

Top quality from well-known manufacturers 

We collaborate with well-known manufacturers who can  

be relied on to deliver top quality products at all times. It 

makes absolutely no difference which manufacturer you 

choose to use. Our focus is always on delivering solution-

oriented project management that is both efficient and cost 

effective.

Our portfolio of products is very wide ranging – from small 

articles such as gloves and safety goggles, to functional 

clothing for a variety of uses, all the way through to fire 

extinguishers or special gas detection and respiratory 

technology. Here, too, we are very happy to provide you 

with the advice you need.

> SALES

BUCHEN SafetyService has an extensive range of test and calibration 
gases that are available in a variety of cylinder sizes

A competent one-stop shop 

for all your safety needs: 

BUCHEN SafetyService



BUCHEN is part of the REMONDIS Group,  

one of the world‘s largest recycling, service 

and water companies.

The company group has more than            

500 branches and associated businesses in 

34 countries across Europe, Africa, Asia and 

Australia. With over 30,000 employees, the 

group serves around 30 million people as well 

as many thousands of companies. The highest 

levels of quality. Working for the future.

BUCHEN UmweltService GmbH
SafetyService
Emdener Str. 278
50735 Cologne // Germany 
T +49 221 7177-134 // F +49 221 7177-265 
SafetyService-bu@buchen.net
buchen-safetyservice.de

A company of the REMONDIS Group 
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